Ministries Through
Medical Clinics
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hen asked if there was medical
care available for the people in
the village, one pastor replied that it
was available, but the person must
travel to the city and then pay a lot of
money. “So,” he said, “it is available
but not really feasible for the common
person.” CWM provides 2 or 3 day
medical clinics in the villages where
the churches are established. We
provide the funds for the doctors and
nurses as well as the medicine and
supplies. The doctors and usually nurses
are indigenous and therefore can
communicate easily and effectively for
the correct diagnosis. For many, this is
the only medical care they have
received in a long time.

Go wide or go deep?
Why not both?
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e have planted over 400 churches in
Africa and will continue to go wide
and reach the world for Christ. However,
we also feel that God is leading us to go
deeper. During our 2014 mission to Africa,
we discussed with our CWM-Africa staff
and Methodist Church leaders the need to
strengthen the churches we have started.
In 2015, we conducted training seminars
with churches that we had already
planted. We also firmed-up the strategy for
reaching least-reached groups, primarily in
the Muslim northern parts of Nigeria, and in
many isolated, rural villages.
Commit to the Lord whatever you do and he
will establish your plans. -Psalm 16:3
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Witnesses to Authorities

Evangelism Through Worship Services

Since the early 1990’s, we have followed
a fruitful plan of church-planting.
1. Identify new locations for churches

rior to our mission, the lay evangelists who will lead the new churches, spend time
in the villages visiting with people, telling them about Christ, and inviting them to
be a part of the new churches. Then, during each mission, we hold evangelistic
services in an open area in each village. Many come to know the Lord during this time,
and these are the people who make up the membership of the new churches.
Counselors are on hand each night to help them understand what being a follower of
Christ means. There is also prayer time for healing and deliverance, and we often have
the privilege of praying blessing over the new churches as well as their new evangelist.

2. Train lay evangelists to pastor
3. Begin with Bible studies in each town
4. Hold evangelistic campaign and free
medical clinic
5. Consecrate new churches with new
believers as charter members
6. Provide pastor support for 1-3 years
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On my account you will be brought before
governors and kings as witnesses to them
and to the Gentiles. -Matthew 10:18

Layman, Sir J.K. Udeze

“Establishing Fruit that Remains” in NIGERIA.
Evangelism Through Community Visits
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e were often fortunate to have time to walk through the villages prior to the
evening services and visit with people. They are usually busy, just back from their
fields and doing their daily chores, but seemed to enjoy talking with us and teaching
us about their lives. This gives us a chance to share Christ by showing we were
interested in them and by having an opportunity to talk informally with them.

